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PBC Members:
The most prominent businesses from 15 sectors
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The Pakistan Business Council (PBC) –
A Brief Introduction

Established in 2005 by 14 (now 85) of Pakistan’s largest private sector business groups including
multinationals.
PBC is registered as a not for proﬁt under the Company Law and registered with the SECP as
such.
PBC is neither a trade body nor an industry association. The PBC’s advocacy aims to improve the
general business climate in the country for the formal sector.
PBC’s Advocacy is evidence-based drawing on international / regional best practices coupled
with what is achievable in Pakistan’s unique environment.
The PBC enjoys an excellent working relationship with the Ministries of Finance / Commerce /
Environment / Industries / Planning / Food Security as well as the major regulators including the
SECP / SBP / NTC / CCP, having worked closely with them through taskforces / committees /
working groups and through submissions of formal position papers and presentations.
The major current thrust of the PBC is the revival of manufacturing in Pakistan. Pakistan is
deindustrializing at a rapid rate and Pakistanis as a nation due to faulty policies pursued by
successive governments are becoming a nation of traders. The PBC ﬁrmly believes that for
Pakistan to be a middle-income country by 2030, a revival of its manufacturing sector is
imperative. Pakistan can ill-aﬀord to oﬀshore jobs especially in industries which require labor
with low skill sets. To promote this “Make-in-Pakistan” agenda of the PBC, the PBC is working
with various stakeholders in Pakistan to develop a common agenda for the economy.
The PBC acts in Pakistan as the secretariat for the Pakistan India Joint Business Forum (PIJBF) &
the Afghanistan Pakistan Joint Business Council (APJBC), both are bodies which comprise of
prominent businessmen from Pakistan and the partner countries.
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One of the founding objectives of the PBC has been the creation of an enabling environment for the
promotion of investments and sustainable growth. Tax policy and tax administration are both
crucial for creating an enabling environment for businesses in the formal sector to have a level
playing ﬁeld vis-à-vis the informal sector. The PBC’s position on the current tax regime is brieﬂy
discussed below:

Fundamental reforms of the taxation regime is required

Pakistan’s taxation regime needs fundamental reforms to lead to sustainable growth of both the
country and its tax revenues. These reforms are contingent on political will to pursue those outside
the tax base and the FBR’s capability and capacity to implement. They will take time to bear results.
In the meantime, any knee-jerk revenue seeking actions will undermine taxable revenue and hence,
tax revenues.

Principles-led tax regime

Taxes should be simple, predictable and supportive of business growth and the formalization of the
economy. The aim should be for higher tax revenues to ﬂow from the combination of improved
proﬁtability of existing taxpayers and from broadening of the tax base. Industry, which presently
contributes taxes disproportionate to its share of GDP must be facilitated to create more jobs, boost
value-added exports and promote import substitution. The impact of taxes on manufacturing vs
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commercial importers should be reviewed. FBR and the formal sector should work in partnership
to broaden the tax base. The earlier tax credit to encourage taxpayers to transact with the formal
sector should be revived. The vast amount of information on non-taxpayers provided by
withholding agents should be mined. Higher advance taxes should be levied on utility bills of
non-tax ﬁlers. Corporate entities, especially those listed, which operate to a higher standard of
governance and accountability and their shareholders must not be penalized in comparison to
unincorporated entities and their owners, otherwise the incentive to incorporate will be
undermined. There should be a level playing ﬁeld in the holding periods for capital gains tax on sale
of company shares vs. real estate.

Targets before capability are not a solution

For some time now, FBR is given an unrealistic tax target, which in the absence of resources and
capability, force it to extract more tax from existing taxpayers. For FY ’22, the mooted 27% higher
tax target is an example. It is more than twice the expected nominal growth of the economy.
Signiﬁcant changes are required in the structure, resources, and technology of the Federal Board
of Revenue before setting targets. Separate targets should be set for revenue from existing and
new taxpayers. Targets for existing taxpayers should be in line with expected growth in the nominal
GDP. Tax target from new taxpayers should be set in line with the evolving capability and capacity
of the FBR. Tax refunds due should be excluded from revenue when assessing performance against
either of these targets.
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Reliance on Minimum, Advance and Withholding Taxes thwarts
FBR’s capability building

Minimum tax based on turnover is fundamentally ﬂawed and acts as a barrier to entry of new
players as it raises the initial investment required to cover tax payable in early loss years. FBR’s
reliance on minimum, advance and withholding taxes has grown sharply as this is an easier way
than assessing taxable proﬁts. This reliance should be phased out gradually. Levying minimum tax
on SEZ enterprises and others in their tax holiday periods defeats the purpose of the tax holiday.

Formalization of the Economy

The use of cash in the economy should be discouraged. The Punjab Government incentive to
reduce GST on some card payments is an example to encourage non-cash transactions. Restrictions
on use of cash above a certain limit would also assist. The transit treaty with Afghanistan has been
misused through diversion of goods to Pakistan. As the treaty has expired, Pakistan can renegotiate
to put quantitative and qualitative restrictions on what can transit, insist on letters of credit, charge
duty and GST on import which would only be refunded to the Afghan government on exit, track and
monitor containers, strengthen inspection of empty containers returning to Pakistan and make
physical controls along the border stronger. The civil and military authorities need to be on the
same page to do this. Electronic Data Interchange with key trading partners should be deployed to
check under-invoicing of imports. The provinces have little incentive to check smuggling as customs
duty and GST evaded are federal taxes and do not hurt their revenues. Provinces may be
incentivized to conduct raids on shops that deal in smuggled goods. Positive lessons from the
success of cell phone registration with PTA and Urdu language labelling requirement for imported
food items can be applied to other smuggling prone goods.
This year’s tax proposals are being submitted in the backdrop of the Pakistani economy beginning
to show signs of recovery as the World starts to recover from the impact of the devasting Covid-19
Pandemic. The PBC appreciates the eﬀorts of the Government of Pakistan and the State Bank of
Pakistan in preventing the economy crashing in the wake of the Pandemic, however, it also believes
that it is too early to fully withdraw the Covid relief measures as growth which the economy has
seen in the past few months needs to be sustained.
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The Budget 2021 needs to promote an environment which promotes investments in the
manufacturing and services sector leading to the creation of jobs, which increases value-added
exports and ultimately beneﬁts the government in the form of greater revenues, increased
documentation of the economy and a broader tax base. As we have learnt from the COVID-19 crisis,
manufacturing jobs as opposed to those in the services sector, are primarily in the formal sector
which provide a certain level of job security.
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The PBC’s recommendations for Budget 2021 – 22 have been prepared in the backdrop of Pakistan’s
economy showing signs of recovery, which though positive is still well short of the levels needed by
Pakistan if it is to absorb the large numbers of new entrants into the job market, as well as providing
meaningful employment to those already in the workforce.
The economy needs growth, jobs, value-added exports and structural changes to distribute the
burden of taxation on all segments of the population which can aﬀord it. This year’s tax proposals
look to jumpstart the manufacturing sector. The Finance Act 2021 needs to support Pakistan’s
manufacturing sector and the formal services sector.
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The PBC’s proposals for the Federal Budget 2020– 21 are divided into the following ‘5’ sections:

Promoting Industrialization / Growth / Job Creation
Consolidation of Businesses for Scale to Improve Competitiveness
Documenting the Economy & Providing a Level Playing Field for Domestic Manufacturing
Reducing the Cost of Doing Business in Pakistan
Helping Pakistan Meet its Commitments to the UN Sustainable Development Goals
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Promoting Industrialization / Growth / Job Creation

Objective

Legislation /

Issue

FBR Wing

Recommendation

Income Tax /

Various Income and Sales Tax Laws

New entry number 1(viii) be inserted in

Sales Tax

Discourage Investment

column number 2 of the Table specifying

Promoting

At present, new local/foreign

rate of tax at import stage as given in

Industrialization /

investors are reluctant to invest in

Part-II of the 1st Schedule to the Income

Growth / Job

the manufacturing sector of

Tax Ordinance, 2001 as follows:

Creation

Pakistan due to various

01

impediments including collection of

(viii) industrial undertakings importing

sales tax (10% upfront plus 3%

Plant and Machinery and spare parts

minimum value addition plus 7%
Post-dated cheques) and income tax
5.5% at import of plant and
machinery/ spare parts in addition
to various other taxes and levies
thereafter.

02

Income Tax

Clause 126E, Entity setup in Special

Since income of Zone enterprise is exempt

Promoting

Economic Zones

from income tax under clause 126E, it is

Industrialization /

As income of SEZ entity (Zone

proposed that exemption be granted to

Growth / Job

Enterprise or operator) is exempt

Zone enterprises and operators from all

Creation

from income tax for a period of 10

withholding and tax collection provisions

years, there should not be any

as these will lead to refunds.

withholding of Income tax at source

Necessary insertion be made in clause

at any stage for Zone Enterprises

11A of Part IV of the Fourth schedule to

and under any provisions of ITO till

the Income Tax Ordinance to exempt Zone

such time exemption is available to

operator and Entity from minimum tax

the Zone Enterprise.

under section 113

However, currently exemption is not
granted under Section 113, 147,
148, 153, 236K, etc., from collection
of income tax.
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Objective

Legislation /

Issue

FBR Wing

Greenﬁeld Industries –

Exemption from income tax to Greenﬁeld

Exemption from income tax, which

industries should be restored. Alternative-

Promoting

was available for 5 years to Greenﬁeld

ly, considering the fact that a Company

Industrialization /

projects under clause 126 of the 2nd

usually incurs losses in its initial years of

Growth / Job

Schedule to the Income Tax

operations, a period of 3 years tax credit

Creation

Ordinance, 2001 has been withdrawn.

should at least be extended till 5 years in

Through new proposed section 65G, it

line with the exemption earlier allowed

has been proposed to allow tax credit

to Greenﬁeld projects.

03

Income Tax

Recommendation

to Greenﬁeld projects @ 25% of the
“eligible investment” amount, which

Moreover, clause “(iv)” of the deﬁnition

can be claimed in initial three years.

of Greenﬁeld industries be deleted to

Moreover, as earlier highlighted,

distinguish Greenﬁeld projects from

clause “(iv) of the deﬁnition of

Pioneer Industry.

Greenﬁeld project brings it at par with
the “Pioneer industry”, which is a
totally diﬀerent concept. Said clause
is reproduced below for ready
reference:
(iv) using any process or technology
that has not earlier been used in
Pakistan and is so approved by the
Engineering Development Board; and
Customs

Misuse of Afghan Transit Trade (ATT)

Goods moving under ATT from Pakistan

& Rampant Smuggling

to Afghanistan should be charged with

Promoting

Misuse of the Afghan Transit Trade

duties and taxes under Pakistani laws and

Industrialization /

(ATT) is a major issue for companies in

the same should be transferred to the

Growth / Job

the formal sector; whether in

Afghan Government. Secondly, the

Creation

manufacturing or imports

duties/taxes so paid should be deposited

04

with State Bank in USD.
A quantitative restriction should be
applied on goods moving under ATT on
the basis of consumption
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Objective

05
Promoting
Industrialization /
Growth / Job
Creation

Legislation /

Issue

Recommendation

Anomalies / disparity in Minimum

a) In order to promote industrialization,

Tax under section 113 with other

Minimum tax should be abolished for all

laws

Listed companies as these companies are

Anomalies / disparity in Minimum Tax

subject to stringent regulations and audit.

under section 113 with other laws

For other companies, rate of minimum

a) Rate of minimum tax of 1.5% is

tax be reduced gradually by 0.2% on an

extremely high and unrealistic.

annual basis so that by Tax Year 2025 the

b) Moreover, as per the judgment of

rate is 0.5%.

the Sindh High Court in case of

b) Moreover, in order to streamline the

Kassim Textile, carry forward and

mechanism of carry forward and

adjustment of Minimum turnover tax

adjustment of Minimum tax, minimum

is not allowed in cases where the

tax should also be allowed to be carried

taxpayer reports loss. On the other

forward for adjustment in subsequent

hand, Lahore High Court, in case

years even in case of losses.

reported as 2019 PTD 1994, minimum

c) Exemption from minimum tax to all

tax, even in case of loss year, is

companies operating in SEZ

allowed to be carried forward for

In line with the tax credits under sections

adjustment

65D/65E, in order to achieve economies

c) Income Tax Law prescribes that

of scale to compete with international

‘income’ of the Zone Enterprise

suppliers, allow exemption for 5 years

(located in Notiﬁed SEZ) is exempt

from all income taxes [including

from tax for 10 years. However, no

minimum tax and ﬁnal tax] on income

explicit exemption is provided from

generated from expansion / extension /

Minimum Tax (payable under section

BMR projects by an existing industrial

113 of the Ordinance) to Zone

undertaking subject to the condition that

Enterprises. SEZ Act, 2012 is a special

the minimum investment in such

law governing SEZs and Zone

extension / expansion project should not

Enterprises granting exemption from

be less than $15 Million

FBR Wing
Income Tax

all income taxes (which include
Minimum Tax also), however, due to
ambiguity, tax department does not
allow exemption from minimum tax
to entities operating in SEZ.
d) Section 65D/65E provides exemption for 5 years from all income taxes
[including minimum tax and ﬁnal tax]
to company formed for operating a
new industrial undertaking. On the
other hand, no such beneﬁt has been
provided to an existing company
investing for Expansion or extension
to achieve beneﬁts of large-scale
manufacturing
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Objective

Legislation /

Issue

FBR Wing

Tax Credits under sections 65B, 65D

In order to encourage companies to

and 65E

invest in plant and machinery, either for

Promoting

Tax Credit under section 65B, which

import substitution or export growth, all

Industrialization /

was available to industrial undertak-

tax credits on investments should be

Formalization of

ing has been prematurely withdrawn

immediately revived.

the Economy

whereas tax credits under sections

06

Income Tax

Recommendation

65D and 65E will expire on June 30,
2021.

07

Sales Tax

Section 8B & DTRE Rules:

As per SRO 1190 dated October 2, 2019,

Promoting

Following two issues are severely

section 8B is not applicable to persons

Industrialization /

hurting exporters’ / potential

whose zero-rated supplies during a

Formalization of

exporters capacity to export:

month is more than 50% of the total

the Economy –

a) Section 8B restricts Input tax

supplies. Since exports do not contribute

Exports

adjustment to the extent of 90% of

towards Output tax, therefore, the

the Output tax [i.e., ratio of Input /

condition of 50% should be amended to

Output ≤ 90%]

10% on monthly basis for all exports

b) While imports into EOU &

irrespective of any sector otherwise it

Manufacturing bond are sales tax zero

would not be possible for registered

rated, local supply to the same units is

person to absorb the amount of input tax

charged sales tax @17%, leading to

paid for the purposes of manufacturing

preference by the user for imports,

of items for local and export sales and

putting unnecessary burden on the

consequently, the same would discourage

country’s import bill. Moreover, DTRE

export of goods.

license holder is allowed to buy local

Moreover, while imports are zero rated in

supplies at zero rating (sales tax not

EOU/manufacturing bond, local supplies

charged). This is a clear anomaly

to such units should also be allowed zero

giving preference to imports while a

rating along the lines available to DTRE

case of similar zero rating is there in

license holder. This zero -rating beneﬁt

DTRE

should be notiﬁed both for the buyer
(EOU/manufacturing bond) and the local
supplier with the requirement of noting
the EOU/ bond license number in the
sales tax returns of supplier. The supply
should be cross veriﬁed through the crest
system through the info of the EOU/bond
license number.
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Promoting Competitiveness Through Consolidation
of Businesses for Scale

Objective

Legislation /

Issue

FBR Wing

Taxation of Intercorporate

Group Taxation laws should be restored in

dividends between group

its initial form as introduced via Finance

companies and changes in Group

Act 2007 and Finance Act 2008.

Competitiveness

Taxation laws.

Speciﬁcally, the following is being

Through

Most recently, via Income Tax Laws

proposed:

Consolidation of

(Second Amendment) Ordinance,

Businesses for

2021, exemption from the levy of

Clause 103C of Part I of Second Schedule

Scale

tax on intercorporate dividend

of ITO, providing exemption from

between companies eligible under

Intercorporate Dividends to group

section 59B [Group Relief] has been

companies eligible under section 59B of

revoked.

the ITO, should be reinstated.

08
Promoting

Income Tax

Recommendation

Amendments made in Clause 11B of Part
IV of Second Schedule via Finance Act
2015 and Finance Act 2016, should be
revoked to ensure exemption from
withholding tax is provided on intercorporate dividends exempt under clause 103A
and clause 103C of Part I of Second
Schedule of ITO.
Through Finance Act 2016, a restriction
was introduced by insertion of sub-section
1A in section 59B of ITO such that the
surrender of losses is now restricted to
the percentage of shareholding. This
amendment is against the intent of the
legislation and it is recommended that
sub-section 1A and its references in
section 59B should be removed.
Condition of Group Return Filing
introduced in Clause 103A Part I of Second
Schedule of ITO Via Finance Act 2015 to
claim exemption on Intercorporate
Dividend between wholly owned entities
(eligible under section 59AA), should be
removed.
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Objective

Legislation /
FBR Wing

Recommendation

Ambiguity relating to Taxation of

It is proposed that following exclusion

buy-back of shares

after clause (f) in sub-section (19) of

Promoting

Clause (d) of the deﬁnition of the

section 2 be inserted:

Competitiveness

term ‘dividend’ as deﬁned in section

Through

2(19) of ITO, 2001 includes that the

any payment made by a company on

Consolidation of

distribution made by a company to

purchase of its own shares from a

Businesses for

its shareholders on reduction of

shareholder in accordance with the

Scale

capital shall be deemed dividend.

provisions of section 88 of the Companies

This situation is generally referred to

Act, 2017 (XIX of 2017)

09

Income Tax

Issue

as Buy-back of shares.
On the other hand, under Rule 13P
of the Income Tax Rules, 2002, the
shares buy-back transaction is
treated as Capital Gains. Thus, there
exists a contradiction among the
provisions of Ordinance and Rules.
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Documenting the Economy & Providing a Level Playing
Field for Domestic Manufacturing

Objective

Legislation /

Issue

FBR Wing

Low tax payer base – increased

Mining of FBR’s Database to identify new

reliance on existing taxpayers

taxpayers & those not fully discharging

Documenting the

The number of taxpayers needs to

their liabilities:

Economy &

be signiﬁcantly increased - the

The FBR has got access to ﬁnancial data in

Providing a Level

narrow taxpayer base is leading to

various forms including the monthly

Playing Field for

greater pressure on the existing

statements submitted by withholding tax /

the Formal Sector

taxpayers.

collecting agents as per various sections.

10

Income Tax

Recommendation

Information as per Statement under
section 165A and NADRA records are also
available. This can be a start to bringing
new taxpayers in the net. In addition, the
FBR has also collected data about tax paid
by non-ﬁlers on property & on gains made
in the Stock Market

11

Customs Law

Massive under-invoicing especially

Values at which import shipments are

by Commercial Importers is

cleared through PRAL or CARE need to be

Economy &

destroying domestic industry

publicly available.

Providing a Level

Across the board massive under

The Government of Pakistan must insist of

Playing Field for

invoicing and dumping of imported

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), for both

the Formal Sector

products has been increasing.

FTA and non-FTA imports from China &

Information regarding values at

other major trading partners

which various custom check posts

China & other major trading partners.

clear import consignments is not

In future the requirement of EDI should be

publicly available. This encourages

made compulsory for imports from FTA /

unscrupulous importers to

PTA & major trading partner countries.

under-declare the value of

The rate of withholding tax on imports for

consignments to evade government

commercial importers should be at least

revenues.

2% higher than what it currently is and

Documenting the

the Withholding tax should be considered
as an adjustable advance tax.
Valuation Ruling should be issued in
consultation with Brand owners, i.e., who
have valid registration of the brands under
relevant intellectual property laws
Additional measures are proposed in
Annexure 1 attached to these proposals
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Objective

Legislation /

Issue

FBR Wing

Diﬀerence in Withholding Tax Rate

The withholding tax regime should be

between Filers & Non-Filers is

simpliﬁed by reducing the number of rates

Documenting the

Nominal:

signiﬁcantly. The current withholding tax

Economy &

Discrimination in tax treatment of

guide available on FBR website is a

Providing a Level

Filers & Non-Filers is commendable.

48-page document as of 2020, which

Playing Field for

However, this has now become a

clearly shows the complexity of the

the Formal Sector

revenue measure with no eﬀort to

regime from compliance and ease of

use the data collected to increase

doing business aspects

documentation and broaden the tax

There needs to be a signiﬁcant distinction

base

in the withholding income tax rates

12

Income Tax

Recommendation

charged from non-ﬁlers vs the rates for
ﬁlers.
Additional measures are proposed in
Annexure 2 attached to these proposals

13

Income Tax

Misuse of Registration Under

Some speciﬁc measures proposed are:

Documenting the

Category “Manufacturers” By

a) A comparison of HS code wise

Economy &

Commercial Importers

electricity & gas expense to sales as well

Providing a Level

Many “commercial importers” have

as import quantity ratio [to be computed

Playing Field for

been importing goods under the

from the sales tax return] will help to

the Formal Sector

garb of fake registration as

identify commercial importers importing

“manufacturer” to attract reduced

goods under the garb of registration as

rate of custom duties and income

manufacturers. Unusual diﬀerences

tax.

between various manufacturers of same

Considering the fact that most of

category of goods should be investigated

the commercial importers have

further as that could mean trading of

been misusing the lower rate of tax

imported goods instead of use for own

otherwise available to

manufacturing

manufacturers, therefore, FBR has

b) The diﬀerence between the rate of tax

reduced down the rate of tax at

at import stage collected from commercial

import stage to 1%/2%/5.5% [on the

importers should at least be 2% more

basis of HS codes] for manufacturers

than manufacturers. In order to allow

as well as commercial importers.

commercial importers to claim adjustment

However, instead of making rate of

of taxes deducted at import stage,

tax at par for both commercial

commercial importers should be asked to

importers and manufacturers, PBC

present a certiﬁcate from their auditors

recommends to place system-based

that at least 70% of imported items have

controls to track those commercial

been exported or sold to registered

importers involved in under

manufacturers. This will also help increase

invoicing and importing under the

the overall tax base

garb of registration as
manufacturers.
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Objective

Legislation /
FBR Wing

Issue

Recommendation

c) Monthly sales declared by commercial
importers should be matched with sales
declared in the annual income tax return
as well as the credit entries in all business
bank accounts. In case of any discrepancy,
a reconciliation with justiﬁable reasons
should be submitted by the commercial
importers
d) Online CREST system must be amended
in a way to trace sales along with value
addition thereon of person to whom
supplies were made by Commercial
importer
Through implementation of system-based
controls, rate of tax at import stage from
commercial importers can be kept 2%
higher than manufacturers, which at one
end will generate revenue for the
Government and at the same time will
provide level playing ﬁeld to
manufacturers.
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Reducing the Cost of Doing Business in Pakistan

Objective

Legislation /

Issue

FBR Wing

Tax of 25% on dividends from

Clause (a) of Division III of Part I of First

exempt entities introduced via

Schedule as applicable before Finance Act

Finance Act 2019 (Division III of

2019, should be reinstated, to apply the

of Doing Business

Part I of First Schedule)

rate of 15% on dividend received from

in Pakistan

Through Finance Act 2019, rates of

exempt entities.

dividend taxation have been

Similarly, amendment be made for the

increased from 15% to 25% on

withholding tax rates speciﬁed in clause

dividends paid by entities whose

(a) of Division I of Part III of the First

income is exempt under the Income

Schedule, by reinstating the position prior

Tax Ordinance.

to Finance Act 2019.

Section 148 (1) Advance Tax on

Import of Plant & Machinery by

Imports & Section 153 Advance tax

companies should be exempted from

of Doing Business

on sale of goods and services

withholding at import stage.

in Pakistan

Companies are required to pay

Moreover, for raw materials, preferably

advance quarterly income tax based

corporate manufacturers should be

on their projected incomes under

excluded from the ambit of income tax

Section 147.

withholding at import stage. In case, FBR

In addition, companies are also

wants to keep track of GD wise import of

required to pay advance tax on

raw materials and complete exemption

imports @ 1%/ 2%/ 5.5% and on

from tax collection is not feasible, then at

sale of their goods @ 4% and

least the rate of income tax collection

services @8%. This leads to the

should be reduced down to 0.5% across

creation of refunds as companies

the board for all raw materials from the

are paying advance income tax

existing 1% / 2% and 5.5% for diﬀerent

based on projected income, advance

items.

income tax on imports and advance

In addition to above, local supply by

income tax on sales.

corporate manufacturers should be

There is a cumbersome procedure

excluded from the ambit of income tax

for seeking exemptions under

withholding under section 153 in line with

Section 148 (advance tax on

the general exemption given to

imports) which also does not take

commercial importers despite the fact

into account capacity expansions

that income tax collection from

14

Income Tax

Recommendation

Reducing the Cost

15
Reducing the Cost

Income Tax

commercial importers at import stage is
minimum.
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Objective

Legislation /

Issue

Recommendation

Withholding tax u/s 148 (Imports)

Tax deduction on import of Raw material

-Income Tax Ordinance 2001

for own use u/s 148 (Imports) should be

Reducing the Cost

Without prejudice to point 15

explicitly expressed as withholding

of Doing Business

above, certain raw material covered

advance tax across the board in the

in Pakistan

under category III of Twelfth

Income Tax Ordinance, which will save the

Schedule are subject to WHT tax

companies from exposure resulting from

and fall under minimum tax regime.

possible delays in acceptance of

In order to claim the advance tax,

application by the Commissioner/ Board

the tax payers are required to ﬁle an

or non-acceptance at all. It will remove

application to Commissioner/ Board

operational and administrative hassle

for claiming adjustment of withhold-

also.

16

FBR Wing
Income Tax

ing tax deducted as advance tax,
which leads to administrative and
operational ineﬃciencies, and puts
the company at the risk of exposure
till such application is entertained.

17

Income Tax

Section 156 – Prizes and Winnings

Explanation needs to be added to this

Reducing the Cost

Section 156 requires a Company to

Section to clarify that it is applicable to

of Doing Business

collect 20% tax on “prize oﬀered by

prizes given to end consumers only since

in Pakistan

companies for promotion of sale”

the income of the supply chain i.e.,
dealers, distributors is subject to
withholding tax in the shape of
withholding taxes imposed under separate
withholding regimes.

18

Transactions under dealership

We would suggest to delete section 108B

Reducing the Cost

arrangements Section 108B:

and instead put the items of 3rd schedule

of Doing Business

A new section 108B has been

in section 236G

in Pakistan

inserted by FA-2019 whereby 75% of
the Dealers margin will be added
back to Sellers Income u/s 108(B).
And for the purpose of this section,
10% of selling price will be taken as
Dealers Margin
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Objective

Legislation /

Issue

FBR Wing
Section 8B

Aim of section 8B was to discourage fake

Under the Sales Tax Act, Section 8 –

claims of input tax, however, in current

Reducing the Cost

B, a company is not allowed to

scenario, owing to integration of all

of Doing Business

adjust input tax in excess of 90% of

Federal and provincial sales tax returns,

in Pakistan

the output tax for that period.

claim of fake input tax is not factually

Further, commercial importers

possible.

paying 3% minimum Value Addition

Consequently, corporate manufactures

sales tax at import stage are totally

should be excluded from the ambit of

exempt from the applicability of

section 8B

19

Sales Tax

Recommendation

minimum tax owing to SRO 1190
dated 2.10.19
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Sales Tax

Timing of payment of Sales Tax:

Section 2(44) be amended as follows

Reducing the Cost

Prior to amendment made in Sales

(44) “time of supply”, in relation to,–

of Doing Business

Tax section 2(44) of the Sales Tax Act

(a) a supply of goods, other than under

in Pakistan

1990, vide Finance Act 2013, Sales

hire purchase agreement, means the time

Tax was levied at the time of actual

at which the goods are delivered or made

delivery of goods regardless of time

available to the recipient of the supply” or

of payment. Application of sales tax

the time when any payment is received by

on advances causes serious

the supplier in respect of that supply,

operational issues and leads to

whichever is earlier]

unnecessary reconciliations
resulting in hardship to taxpayers
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Income Tax

SRO 250 of 2019

SRO 250 of 2019

Reducing the Cost

Requires companies to pay for the

Requires companies to pay for the

of Doing Business

electronic monitoring and tracking

electronic monitoring and tracking of their

in Pakistan

of their output

output

Incentive for dealing with sales tax

Section 65A should be restored. Further,

Reducing the Cost

registered persons

calculation of 90% sales should also

of Doing Business

Before its repeal, Section 65A

include export sales and sales to govern-

in Pakistan

provided tax credit of 3% of tax

ment agencies / person who are not

payable to person registered under

required to get registered under the said

Sales Tax Act, 1990 subject to

Act.

condition that at least 90 percent of

Moreover, to improve the eﬀectiveness of

total sales are made to persons

the said section, it is recommended to

registered under aforesaid Act, this

gradually increase the percentage of tax

was withdrawn vide Finance Act,

credit as illustrated:
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Sales Tax

2017.
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Objective

Legislation /

Issue

FBR Wing

Recommendation

Instead, section 21(q) in the Income

Sale made to

Tax credit

Tax Ordinance was inserted by FA

registered person

allowed

70% & over

1%

unregistered persons (under sales

80% & over

2%

tax act) is proportionally disallowed.

90% & over

3%

2020 whereby any expenditure
attributable to sales made to

A registered person (seller) should

We further recommend to change the

not be held responsible for the

mechanism to allow tax credit on

wrongdoing of other i.e., made

procurement basis instead of sales basis

liable if buyer is not registered

i.e., the registered person should be

under sales tax act (being unjust and

rewarded based on higher purchases

against principles of natural justice)

from other registered parties, which we

but instead should be incentivized

believe is more eﬀective in documenting

for dealing with registered persons,

the economy.

keeping in view the overall

It is also proposed that section 21(q)

registration trends in the Country.

should be deleted.

Rule 44 of the Income Tax Rules,

Companies are required to prepare

2002:

accounts on accrual basis. The

Reducing the Cost

Under sub-rule (4) of Rule 44 of the

requirement of reconciliation of

of Doing Business

Income Tax Rules, 2002, the

accounts between the ﬁnancial

in Pakistan

Commissioner can require a person

statements and the withholding tax is a

to furnish a reconciliation of the

tedious job and is additional burden on

amounts mentioned in the annual

the companies who are already

and monthly withholding

burdened with the responsibility of tax

statements with the amounts

deduction on numerous transactions.

mentioned in the return of income,

Therefore, the requirement of furnishing

statements, relevant annexures and

reconciliation under sub-rule (4) of Rule

other documents submitted from

44 of the Income Tax Rules, 2002 be

time to time.

made inapplicable in case of companies.
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Objective

Legislation /

Issue

FBR Wing

Taxation of Services sector

To address the anomalies in taxation of

Under the current income tax laws

service sector companies, the following is

Reducing the Cost

Services sector is subject to

being proposed.

of Doing Business

minimum tax @ 8% under section

i. Corporate service sector and specially

in Pakistan

153(1)(b) which has been reduced

listed companies and their subsidiaries

to 3% for certain services sectors.

should be taxed under the normal tax

In addition to the above, Advance

regime instead of the minimum tax

tax is also being collected under

regime and rate of WHT under section

section 235 on electricity consump-

153(1)(b) for the aforesaid companies

tion which is leading to income tax

should be reduced to 3%.

refunds and liquidity problems for

ii. Enabling provision should be inserted in

the industry.

section 235 and section 159 for issuance

Furthermore, advance tax deduction

of exemption certiﬁcates to services

on import of capital items, under

sector under minimum tax regime.

section 148 (Part I and Part III of

iii. Advance tax deduction under section

Twelfth Schedule), for use in

148 (7) on import of capital items under

business for the provision of

Part I or Part III of 12th Schedule for by

services also becomes minimum tax

services sector for their own use should

since section 148(7) limits the

be made adjustable. In this regards,

adjustability of tax deduction at

section 148 shall be amended as follows:

import to “industrial undertakings”

The tax required to be collected under this

only.

section shall be minimum tax on the

24

Income Tax

Recommendation

income of the importer arising from the
imports subject to sub-section (1) and this
sub-section shall not apply in the case of
import of goods on which tax is required
to be collected under this section at the
rate of 1% or 2% by an industrial
undertaking for internal consumption in
the business.
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Objective

Legislation /

Issue

FBR Wing

Incidence of Capital Gains Tax on

In order to divert investment from

Sale Shares in Public /Private/

non-revenue generating asset [land] to

Reducing the Cost

Unlisted Companies

revenue / employment / export

of Doing Business

Gain on disposal of land after a

generating assets [industries], disposal of

in Pakistan

holding period of 4 years is exempt

shares of public / private / unlisted

from the levy of income tax whereas

company by sponsors / owners be

on the other hand, gain on disposal

allowed tax exemption on capital gain

of shares of public / private /

subject to the condition that the holding

unlisted company is taxable

period should be more than 10 years in

irrespective of any holding period

line with exemption on disposal of land.

without appreciating the fact that

If this is not acceptable, rate of tax on

value of the Company is increased

disposal of shares of private company be

via proﬁts on which tax has already

taxed @ 15% as applicable to dividend as

been paid.

the breakup value of the Company would

25

Income Tax

Recommendation

have been increased from retained
proﬁts, which could otherwise have been
declared as dividend and taxed as such.
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Sales Tax

Scope of Tax, Section 3 Sales Tax

A high standard tax rate of 17% has led to

Reducing the Cost

GST rate is ﬁxed at 17%.

low registration of less than 200K while

of Doing Business

Presently, Section 3(1A) levies

income tax ﬁlers are about 2,800K.

in Pakistan

further tax on supply of goods

Moreover, Tier 1 retailers engaged in the

whereby goods are sold to person(s)

business of ﬁnished fabric, and locally

who have not obtained sales tax

manufactured ﬁnished articles of textile,

registration under the Sales Tax Act,

textile made-ups, leather and artiﬁcial

1990.

leather are allowed reduced sales tax rate

Exceptions are provided vide SRO

of 12%, if their sales transactions are

648(1)/2013. However, the list is not

integrated with the FBR system.

comprehensive and needs to be

Unfortunately, several income taxpayers

amended.

are not willing to register owing to high
rate and even retailers are not interested
in implementing the POS integration as
high rate of 12% is not attractive, in
addition to other issues.
The Standard rate and POS rate be
gradually reduced by 1% per year to
attract to encourage the unregistered
taxpayers to become registered and avail
beneﬁts of input adjustment. This will
increase the documentation of the
economy and create a level playing ﬁeld
for the registered taxpayers.
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Objective

Legislation /
FBR Wing

Issue

Recommendation

It is proposed that Section 3(1A) should be
rationalized and further tax should not be
applicable if:
a) Buyer in not required to be registered
under Sales Sax Act 1990;
b) Buyer holds FTN;
Buyer, being service provider, is registered
under respective provincial authority
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Helping Pakistan Meet its SDG Targets

Objective

27
Helping Pakistan
meet its
commitment to
the UN
Sustainable
Development
Goals

Legislation /

Issue

FBR Wing
Income Tax

Recommendation

Fiscal Measures for helping

Government of Pakistan needs to support

Pakistan meet its commitment to

the private sector to ensure that Pakistan

the UN Sustainable Development

meets its commitment to the UN

Goals

Sustainable Development Goals
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Additional Measures for Curbing Massive
Under-Invoicing by Commercial Importers

01

Existing Situation

Proposed Change

Rationale for Change

Massive under-invoicing

a) Values at which import shipments are cleared through

Transparency in collection

especially by

PRAL or CARE need to be publicly available.

of taxes will discourage

Commercial Importers is

mis-declaration, measures

destroying domestic

b) The Government of Pakistan must insist of Electronic

to discourage evasion of

industry

Data Interchange (EDI), for both FTA and non-FTA

taxes and duties will help

imports from China. In future the requirement of EDI

industry to fairly compete

Across the board

should be made compulsory for imports from FTA / PTA

with unscrupulous imports

massive under invoicing

partner countries.

and also Government

and dumping of

stands to beneﬁt from the

imported products has

c) Depending on industry, the Import Trade Price (ITP) be

increased indirect taxes

been increasing.

ﬁxed e.g. on the basis of country of origin, weight,

revenues. It will also help in

Information regarding

volume etc. after discussion with stakeholders. ITP’s may

accountability of the

values at which various

be ﬁxed for most items prone to mis-declaration such as

customs staﬀ and will

custom check posts clear

consumer goods and margins of commercial importers

reduce the incidence of

import consignments is

be monitored to assess the value of subsequent supply

Customs Duty & Sales Tax

not publicly available.

of imported goods. A certiﬁcate to this eﬀect should be

evasion and increase

This encourages

issued by auditors of commercial importers.

government revenues.

to under-declare the

d) For items, prone to under invoicing and

The proposed change will

value of consignments to

mis-declaration, FBR should designate one or two ports

help in boosting the

evade government

(including the dry ports) for clearing of import

manufacturing base of

revenues.

consignments. This will allow better monitoring of the

Pakistan.

unscrupulous importers

import consignments where chances of mis-declaration
There are massive

are on a higher side.

leakages in the Afghan
Transit Trade (ATT) and

e) Additionally, the old Customs General Order 25 needs

smuggled goods are

to be revived with a provision that local manufacturers

being openly sold in all

be given the option to buy at a 15% premium, any

major shopping centers

consignment which appears undervalued.

of the country. Customs
however is not willing to

f) Taxes and duties deposited by local manufacturers and

act against smuggled

commercial importers should be published.

products citing “lack of
cooperation from local

g) The rate of tax collected from commercial importers

authorities”

be increased by at least by 2%. Presently, tax collected
from commercial importers is treated as Final Tax.
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Existing Situation

Proposed Change

In order to avoid burdening of genuine commercial
importers, we would recommend that the income tax
collected at import stage be treated as an advance tax.
h) In order to allow commercial importers to claim
adjustment of taxes deducted at import stage,
commercial importers should be asked to present
certiﬁcate from auditors that at least 70% of imported
items have been exported or sold to registered
manufacturers. This will also help increase the overall
tax base.
i) Monthly sales declared by commercial importers
should be matched with sales declared in annual income
tax return as well as the credit entries in all business
bank accounts. In case of any discrepancy, a
reconciliation with justiﬁable reasons should be
submitted by the commercial importers
j) Online CREST system must be amended in a way to
trace sales along with value addition thereon of person
to whom supplies were made by Commercial importers

Rationale for Change
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Proposed Differential in Withholding Tax Rates Between
Filers & Non-Filers to Promote Compliance

Existing Situation

01

Proposed Change

Rationale for Change

Withholding Tax Rate

In order to broaden the tax base and to achieve increase

To promote greater

diﬀerence between

in overall tax collection without burdening existing tax

compliance

Filers & Non-Filers is

payers, the policy to increase tax on non-ﬁlers /

Nominal:

unregistered persons should be implemented
speciﬁcally in the following cases:

The concept of separate
withholding tax rates for

a) unregistered industrial / commercial entities (not

ﬁlers & non-ﬁlers was

having STRN) having bill amount in excess of Rs. 20,000

introduced as a measure

per month, extra sales tax should be increased from 5%

for increasing documen-

to 20%

tation of the economy.
Though large amounts

b) After collection of extra tax as referred above for a

are being collected from

continuous period of 6 months, all these connections

non-ﬁlers, no eﬀort has

should be provisionally converted into NTN and STRNs

been made to increase

and return ﬁlings from these connections should be

the tax base. The

enforced.

non-ﬁlers for the most
part have built the cost

c) In case of provisional registration as above, utility

of this government levy

companies be directed to issue show cause notices

into pricing and passed it

where annual billing amount exceeds Rs.2.4 million

on to their customers.

and directing provisionally registered persons to obtain
permanent registration. In case of non-compliance,
utility companies be directed to disconnect utility
connections.
d) Moreover, in order to bring all commercial / industrial
users in the tax net and to verify ﬁler status, Electric
distribution companies should provide one year to all
such consumers to get their NTN registered with
electricity distribution companies. In case of failure to
provide NTN, electricity connection should be
disconnected. Considering the fact that all industrial /
commercial connections will be linked with NTN, the
tax department will then be in a better position to
assess the electricity consumed by commercial /
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Existing Situation

Proposed Change

industrial users and corroborate the same with amount
of sales / production etc. reported in sales tax / income
tax return.
e) In order to bring all commercial / industrial users in
the tax net and to verify ﬁler status, Electric distribution
companies should provide one year to all such
consumers to get their NTN registered with them.
Thereafter, such commercial/industrial consumers
without NTN should be charged advance income tax @
30% (from existing 12%) on their utility bills. Those with
NTN but non-ﬁler status be charged at 20% WHT.
f) Residential consumers be made liable to provide NTN
in case electricity bill amount exceeds Rs.1.2 million
per year or levy advance income tax withholding of 20%.
g) All exemptions (like exemption on agricultural
income) under the Income Tax Law should only be
made available to ﬁlers so that exempt income is also
reported and wealth is reconciled.
h) Withholding tax on International business class tickets
under section 236L is same Rs. 16,000 for ﬁler and
non-ﬁler, it should be increased to Rs. 50,000 for non-ﬁlers.
i) Withholding tax @ 5% or Rs. 20,000, whichever is higher,
is applicable under section 236D on all functions
organized by ﬁlers as well as non-ﬁlers. Rate of
withholding be increased for non-ﬁlers to Rs. 100,000 as
minimum and no WHT from ﬁler
j) Function halls withholding tax on electric bills should be
30% which can be adjusted against tax liability by providing
proof of tax deducted from their customers.
k) Withholding income tax on interest income u/s 151 is
15% for ﬁler and 30% for non-ﬁler. Rate should be
increased to 50% for non-ﬁlers in case interest income is
more than Rs.2,000,000/-

Rationale for Change
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Existing Situation

Proposed Change

l) Annual private motor vehicle tax u/s 234 for non-ﬁlers is
Rs. 9,000 for 1600cc-1999cc and Rs. 20,000 for 2000 cc
and above. Rate for non-ﬁlers should be increased to Rs.
50,000 for 1600cc-1999cc and Rs. 200,000 for 2000 cc and
above
m) Advance income tax is collected on sales of
immovable property under section 236C, which is 1% for
both ﬁlers and non-ﬁlers, should be increased for
non-ﬁlers to 10% for properties of 900 square yards or
more
n) Holding of land by non-ﬁlers should be made more
expensive by asking those authorities collecting property
tax (cantonment boards / societies / registrar) to collect
adjustable advance income tax, from non-Filers, on
behalf of the Federal Government as follows:
o) Rs. 500,000 per year for 800 yards or more but less
than 1800 yards
p) Rs. 1 million per year for 1800 yards and above.

Rationale for Change
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